TDCS V1
TRANSCRANIAL DIRECT CURRENT STIMULATION DEVICE

NEURO REHAB
We’re making connections every day.
Transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) is a form of non-invasive neurostimulation which uses constant, low current delivery in a focalized direction to specific localized brain regions and nuclei via small electrodes. tDCS devices are currently being used in numerous medical and educational facilities, performing a wide variety of functions from enhancing cognitive capabilities to methods of treatment for psychological ailments.

tDCS has been utilized to enhance language and mathematical abilities, attention span and focus, multi processing problem solving skills, memory and coordination.

While also demonstrating significant results in the treatment of individuals with Major Depressive Disorders, Bipolar Disorders, Schizophrenic disorders, Nociceptive (Pain) pathway disfunctions, parkinsons, among many more.

We aim to develop a packaged easy to use consumer tool that will become a standard for every day personal usage to allow for safe and consistent experimentation of tDCS.
The administration of tDCS is relatively straightforward and easy to use. Once proper scalp measurements are taken and electrodes are fixated in appropriate positions for specific stimulation, the subject can begin implementation of treatment or cognitive enhancements (dependent on electrode placement). A typical tDCS session usually last a duration of approximately 10-20 minutes and only has a maximum amperage of ~2milliamp output.

In order to ensure proper electrode placements, measurements must be taken of the subject's head using the conventional 10-20 system.

A further detailed instruction manual will be provided.
Measure the distance of nasion to inion and mark halfway. Nasion, point between the forehead and nose, at the junction of the nasal bones (Figure 1). Inion is the most prominent point of the occipital bone. Measure the distance between the pre-auricular points and mark halfway. Mark both halfway spots to find the Vertex.
(Figure 2). Shows the appropriate locations of the brain co-ordinates when a proper 10/20 measurement is taken.
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Thanks for looking into tDCC.

There are more benefits for usage of this product everyday.

www.nrehab.ca